Whether you’re tracking financial markets or creating digital content, demanding workflows require the use of multiple applications and windows across several monitors. And while managing your desktop is key to maximizing your productivity, not every workspace fits the way you need to work. NVIDIA® Quadro® View™ desktop management software allows you to manage single or multi-monitor workspaces with ease, giving you maximum flexibility and control over your display real estate and desktops.

MAKE THE MOST OF YOUR WORKSPACE

NVIDIA Quadro View, included with your Quadro driver or downloadable as a standalone app, helps you maximize productivity by optimizing your workspace layout.Quadro View also helps you work faster through the following streamlined features and functions:

- Tailored workspaces with easy navigation through individual windows and dialog boxes.
- Compatibility with top applications across industries that can be loaded, launched, and organized with one click.
- Powerful window management and deployment tools for a customized desktop experience.

FLEXIBLE WINDOW SNAPPING
Easily snap your application windows to custom or pre-defined desktop regions.

USER PROFILES
Deploy preset desktop and application configurations based on workflow needs.

WINDOW MANAGEMENT
Specify how windows operate on desktops and displays.

HOTKEY SUPPORT
Set up hotkeys to conveniently trigger actions and quickly access common functions.

“Adjusting and organizing windows in my screen is a boring and often time-consuming daily task that takes time away from my work, especially when something changes in my workflow. Quadro View’s simple drag and drop process saves precious minutes in my morning so I can get up and running in no time.”

LUI S PAU LO F. MESQUITA
GLOBAL MACRO FINANCIAL PORTFOLIO MANAGER

DOWNLOAD NOW

For more information, contact GOPNY@PNY.COM